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Educational Tourism is the Best Way to Learn about a Different Culture
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Educational Tourism is beneficial in so many ways and the best
way to help students and adults gain a new perspective on the World.
Global Tourism awakens the mind and senses to different Cultures and
experiences [1]. Think of travel as a learning vacation both educational
and fun.
When traveling to a different Country learn something about their
Culture and once you arrive at your destination contact the natives
or a Visitor Center. The Visitor Center will have a vast amount of
information on the area you are visiting. The natives will tell you about
one of their favorite restaurants or shopping areas. Understanding a
Countries Culture can make a difference whether or not you enjoy your
visit.
There are all types of learning tours such as Culinary and Wine
tours, Museums, Art Galleries, Historical Sites, local Parks and the list
goes on.
It is vital that students experience field trips which are Educational
and gives Students exposure to places they might not otherwise visit
[2]. The most exciting part of these learning trips is that Students have
the experience of getting away from the classroom setting and coming

into a different environment. Day trips for students can range from
visiting Civic Organizations, Zoos, Botanical Gardens and local or
long distance Businesses. Inspire and suggest to Adults and Students
to explore Educational Travel. Learning is essential part of life, whether
the topic is on Health, Finances or Travel.
Educational Tourism sometimes involves a Tour Guide or Director
that can give a tourist a broader perspective on the subject that is being
discussed. It can also re-inforce what a Teacher has discussed on that
particular topic in the classroom.
Tours create episodic memories and a learning experience of a
lifetime. Continue to travel and make those educational memories.
Happy and Safe Travels
Sherri Scott
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